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Saint Louis Galleria 

"Premium Shopping and Dining"

Situated in the heart of St. Louis within minutes of Lambert International

Airport and several hotels, this center houses 165 stores, more than 50 of

which are exclusive to St. Louis. From children's clothing to specialty

goods, from snacks and delicious sweets to greeting cards and custom-

made teddy bears, there will be something here for everyone. Shop in the

finest stores and relax while dining in the Atrium Dining Court or one of

several other restaurants. Going to the Galleria is as much an adventure

as it is a shopping experience.

 +1 314 571 7000  www.saintlouisgalleria.com/en.html  1155 Saint Louis Galleria, St. Louis MO
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South County Center 

"A Shopper's Mall"

South County Center is not as big as some malls in St. Louis, but it is a

nice mall to shop at if you want to avoid crowds. This mall does not bring

in the people who come to a mall to see a movie; just shoppers. There are

three department stores—JCPenney, Famous Barr and Dillard's, plus two

restaurants as well as specialty stores for apparel, jewelry and electronics.

For kids 12 and younger, there is a club that meets Thursdays and holds

entertaining live shows.

 +1 314 892 5203  www.shopsouthcountycenter.com/  18 South County Centerway, Union and

South Lindbergh Boulevard, St. Louis

MO
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Plaza Frontenac 

"Mall and Cinema"

Plaza Frontenac is home to some of St. Louis' best clothing stores, with

everything from business and casual attire to the finest name-brand suits

on hand. Shops include Neiman Marcus and Saks Fifth Avenue, plus a

number of men's and women's apparel stores and household goods

stores. Plaza Frontenac has two levels, all-wood flooring and a lounge

area with leather chairs. After shopping, you can enjoy an independent

film at the movie theater.

 +1 314 432 6760  www.plazafrontenac.com/  info@plazafrontenac.com  1701 South Lindbergh

Boulevard, St. Louis MO
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West County Center 

"In the Heart of West County"

West County Center is in a great location in the middle of West County,

but it is not as large as other malls in St. Louis. There are two department

stores, Famous Barr and JCPenney, along with a children's museum, six

restaurants and more than 50 specialty stores. This mall is popular with

families and kids. There are areas in which to sit and lounge on benches in

the center of the mall and next to fountains.
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 +1 314 288 2020  www.shopwestcountycenter.com/  80 West County Centre, Des Peres MO
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